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The brief is the intention of a
building, a narrative structure that
sets out a series of goals that need
to be satisfied. The idea and. th�
concept as a response to t�e b:1ef rs
the first visual conceptual1zat1on of
the design intent, the concep_t !s the
architectural spatial propos1t1on.

·1�,l 11:(J/i(y is

very physiaJl / 'WOO'tjust see changing Images on a flat screen,· I will have the feeling of

•'fltf!I those images with my entire body. I will enter a grophk three-dimensional. computer constructed

� 1/lt,f does not look real but feels reat one that may respond imlflf!diately to my movements and

• Karen Franck
! 11�()mples of 'other worlds' emerge In literature and science fiction. These 'other worlds' have
� 11,l(j In parallel universes, imagined spaces awa,J from our seoscaet world, undef our earth, above
lh ISl\d In other galaxies. Fasanation for these worlds iS a very old preocrupation, with its more
· ,111r1 In cinema and the gaming world. Although Insertion of computer models In onema begin In
n StM Wars one of the eartlest examples-It is now commoo for actors to act against green
!h ,t 11rc later filled with computer generated contexts representing these Imaginary worlds..
, 1111.tglog technology is oow essential and vital

,,,
Within contemporary architecture, the use of computer software to help visualize ideas Is common, and
important. From basic modelLing software that creates rectilinear volumes to more complex parametric
Formulating soFtware, we model unbuilt Forms to test ideas and develop designs for projed:5. The virtual
has become a core componentofthe process of designing real-worid buildnlgS. While designing, modemng
software accounts For nature! light using geographical location, latitude and longitude, time of the year
and the time of the day. It also accounts For materiaLity by allowing veneers of materiats to create the
surfaces of the buildings. The software helps deal with structures that address gravity, temperature and
even local context Most of this information is Fed into the computer, but the existence of a site dictates all
aspects of the architectural context to the designer. UnLike cinema, video games and scence fiction, tfiese
models of buildings are situated on earth {for the most part). They all have a sne.
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This is also true for almost all architectural propositions- student works, competitions and unbuilt and
abandoned projects. However, todays pandemic and the need for physical distancing amplifies the need
to replicate physical and socialexpertences in virtual space Events are being car.celled and reimagined as
cyber events, meetings are being replaced by online communication and physical event zones are
increasingly, albeit moment.ilrily, becoming redundant Moreover, the innate human desire for familiarity
pushes us faster into mimicking the physical-ness of the sensory world experience. We need to create the
new norma� but m cyberspace.
The term cyberspace was coined by William Gibson in his 1964 novel 'Neuromancer'. He descoces
cyberspace; It is an electroruc world awaiting our imagination and our inhabitation. Without deviating
much from the original meaning given to the term, 1t has over the past few decades entered common
usage. The oxford d1cbonary defines 1t as - "the internet considered as an imaginary space without a
physical location in which ccnmooceucn over ccrrccter networks takes place."
rv\any, if not most, current cyberspace experiences yearn for form and materiality as it exists in the real
sensory world. Video games and cinema borrow large aspects of our sensory world and tweak them to
create 'other worlds' to help navigate the user and viewer through these spaces - all using forms and

materials of familiarity.

Image 1

But what happens if a space is solely Intended to be designed, cor.ceived and remain in cyberspace? What
are its parameters and what are its rules, when nothing of the physical wOfld applies to its Inherent logic?
What does virtual architecture offer in a time of limited soaal mobility and minimal travel? How do we build
for a site in cyberspace, and how do we define its parameters?

After all, the only constraints within which one can create in cyberspace are our lmaginabon and the limits
of a computer's ability. Within these new parameters, is there a post-pandemic cyber aesthetic? Cyber
space has the ability to re1mag1ne aspects of architecture, aspects that are not possible in the sensory
world I propose that the vntual space need not be a receptacle to a virtual built volume,
but instead be a site for 'thought'. A space where physical representation of bu1\d1ngs do
not exist. Only thoughts of buildings exst. This note explores the cyberspace and its

parameters, and architecture for a site-less site.

scere.

This note explores the cyber
space and its parameters, and
architecture for a site-less site.

materiality and
I would first like to address some basic principles of space, site,
directionality in this imagined cyberspace. Once we enter cyberspace, the rules of our
world as we experier.ce it cease to hold true. Like cinema, there ts no light (except a
back.lit screef1), no gravity, no climate, no material relevance, no context and no sensory perceptions,
except time and sight. Within this context. a crumpled piece of paper could just as easily be enlarged to
create a building or equally, the viewer could shrink to enter the tiny crevices of a rock formabon to inhabit

Possible World I
In coiiaboratb'I with
Bflisr .J,fish Ka/lat

h• rnlcroscopic terrain. All such actions are relevant and all�·,..._
ecto 115 WI·11 crea te enc I osures of some
.,...u, =.
1or�other.
re
are
infinite
and
there
are
infinite
Freedoms. These freedoms are from
�
rhys1cal.conceptio� of the WOOd as we inhabit it as well as from the moralistic world as we know it
1
� •tU�1sav.tiole d1FFe_rentconversabon to be hadaboutmoral1strcandsocieta! freedoms In the cybe(
�!,I, I limit this conversation to the physical and sensory world.
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'r41 � ijlld Context

·:1:COOSideririg the ideas of�te and mntext and eventually (In the expenence of this space) time in this
, I DSSume the starting
point of space as a Tabula RaSd · Before arvectcn
.,._......,,occurswi·th 1nthisspace,itis
.
,.,,111ntto.cons1der its properties just like an architectwou!d a site. Except here Jam forced to Questioo
111,11l basic of Ideas of space and Its meaning.
1� uln, lhere .needs to be a formulation of the ru!es of space, and For argument's sake, I will propose to
� Wllhln 3 dune�s1onally represented (artesian space. In Euclidean and (artesian space models, ther
vanishin:
I ,1;11St1nd directionality. Percepl:loo and expenence of space follow the laws of perspective; a
1 ! •II\{! 1, 2 or 3 axes. From these geometries have emerged means' of
mapping the world as we kn
•I
geometries have laid down the ground for architectural and sclentifrc
ow
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context 'JJlthln this space. For this project to recreate existing contexts, or to create Imagined contexts,
goes against the logic of this virtual space. Instead, the proposition is that this space can only refer to itself
and the art that inhabits these propositions. The viewer bongs to this space their a,,,,n personal context but
this space does not aim to define anything beyond the grid, the proposition and the art. The only obtect
that appears within this space as a representation of the sensory world is the image of the art and how it
has to be seen.
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Materiality
The only materiality that can Inhabit this proposed cyberspace Is the lack of materiality. The logic of the
space IS defined by the 3 dimensions CX. Y and Z axis) whidl manifest themselves in the form of a point, a
line and plane (2 dimension) and votume (In 3 dimension). These may present themsetves as lines or planes,
however, beyond this, there does not exist any inherent materia\ltyw1thin cyberspace.
Having established the spatial and material parameters of the project space, it is important to think about
the actual propositions that will inhabit this space. lf I am to thin!:: about the purpose of buildings and
structures, I begin to question the significance and relevaoce of the functional aspects of architecture
within cyberspace. The need for shelter, !ieC\Jrity, intimacy, privacy, protection and several other roles that
trchitecbJre plays within the se11501"Y v.,,orld become irrelevant within this coostructed space. There are of
course arguments for the role of architecture as cultural symbols and signs that make the reoreseotaucret
Iorrn of building go beyond a utilitarian role, and hold larger societal meaning. But here, let us consider a
tyberspace that could be Imagined Independently from existing cultural knowledge of architecture. So, 't
4 building does not reed to fulfil its traditional role, what is its meaning within this new spatial order?
Process Proposition
I lie process of a typical constrvction intended architectural proi@ctcould broadly be outlined as consisting
·� S essential steps: the brief, the Idea and concept as response to the brief the planning of the proposition;
lho realization; and fiilill!y, the utilization of the built form. Several projects don't make It past the first 2
«eps, a few go through to the 3rd and fe..ver still all the way to the end These steps apply to almost all new
llt.llld architectural projects.

enquiry in the western world through history. And when considering the sensory world, for most of us.
these laws dictate the logic of space to us. There are of course newer ideas of spa� that don't �bscnbe to
the (.artesian Ideas of space but a large part of that thinking relates to the conception of the unrverse more
broad�. Hefe, 1 keep usw1thln the more common understanding of space.
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c.ivell that the experience of virtual space is both visual and temporal as we move through borrow f��
the most basic geometric SQ!Jilre grid to estabLish a context for the �tlon. The grid IS squat�, it is
inAnite and has no SG1le. The one main thing the grid does is to lay out a \ogJC of space, b-J refell!nong its
own component scoares In relation and proximity to each other to create a sense of infinity ard through
perspective a sense of distance. A gr1d has been used to map existing and Imagined terrains, the square
grid has been employed to SUf'lle'J maps of the wor1d, and these square grids remain ln use for mapPI�
exerdSeS. lt also remains a key guide in drafting and visual representation ln the Form of graphs. In this
sense of mapping, the logic of geometry alludes to a field of events and space.

Ilic brief is the lntentJon oF a building, a flilrrative sttucbJre that sets out a series of goals that need to be
wM lsfled. The idea and the concept as a response to the brief IS the first lllsua\ conceptualization of the
,l,·\lgn intent, the concept is the ardiitectural spatial proposition. This can be in the form of
� 11lon, a sketch of a volume or even an emotive scribble. following this, models are prepared
1111! technlcaldri!'Mngs that become the means of communicating the actuaUzatioo of the
•t••Ol, the actual construction of the building, that leads to Its final intended or unintended
�1l11.1tlon of the built form.

So, if a building does not need
to fulfil its traditional role,
what is its meaning within this
new spatial order?

1 � ,w(!IICr, in virtual space, there is no construction of a building in cyberspace. The limits of
planning stage are defined by a stripped dO'M'l version of modelling and drawing
,1
,111r1ocd only to create purely visual virtual structures. In a sense, the construction and the
,.I tuning stage collapse into one relatively simplified stage. Given the basic structure of the ardlltectural
• ,,� the sequence of an architectural process Intended for virtual space begins to open up different

lbl!lties.

I*" �ketch as Thought Structure
11 l•tOJcct, therefore, is grounded in the sketch -the purest idea of an architectural intention. The slcetch

The grid while establishing a context

for the project does so vAli!e establishing a completely neutral

context allowing for what Is proposed on It to relate mostly to itself. If there Is nothing that exists prior to
the grid in �rspace, then the only context that Is estabUshed In this space has to be the absence of a

11,. flr51_: draft.of a built intent. It inherently carries within ita tentabveness, and proposition A
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thought struggles with Ideas of proportion, proposition, volume, and It becomes the testing ground for
shifting ideas. Often a single sketdi c.an hold within it alt of these thoughts simultaneously.
The sketm as a symOOl for architects (and other creative fields) holds meaning of exploration, intent,
thought and tentativeness. As a mark on paper, it is created within its OW'll conte)ll and remains a thought
that Is layered with progressive dar1ty until a drawing of the intent is created or the final worl( ls created.
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Project Awas
Studio PKA

Cyber-arc:hitecture IS the U,ooght of' the sket.ch, the proposition of thought and Intent The new creations
'Nlthin cyberspace have to be considered as rones of thought and inteot rather than repre5elltation"al
volumes.
Sketches overtay lines one over the other. Sketdies create wireframe drawings of potentlatiy solid objects.
These wireframe sketches c.an exist as virtual buildings in cyberspace as Thought buildings' and Thought
structures'. In Its proposed formulation, this project: aims to work with the Idea of the wireframe sketch
that inhabits the grid and follows the perspectfval logic of viewing. Works of art are housed within these
wireframe structures. Hi�orically, development of the virtual world has moved towards bringing material
and formal symOOls from the sensory wortd into the 1/fflJal world. However, ln a space where none of the
rules of this sernorywor1d apply, we are forced to question the foundational constructs of decision making.

The d9Sign troc�s the lie of the land and tho natural wot er body to
develOp on �ng rap,esentotJO(lo/ dimension for on arr village
and on CJit1st's resJdence. A bipartite plan emerges as O
COl1Seq.Jence. �gaging the highest po,nt and lowest Ill on
embrace. cr�1ng a sense of hierarchy and progression Within.
Both as a phys1eo/ and cultural continuity. the architecture extends
tOCtfully autv..'Ord as street l),polag,es In vf/Jages. radiating from O
central space. as docks. and as a conceptuo/ principle Of O 'bridge·
The orchit:ecture is o connection. between the p..t:,lic and pnvari
Oft and community. community and notur� arr and nature and
a/lo� for a dualistic OPPfOOCh - self-contained and
yot outward
looking purv,ew.

Thus this profect attempts to explore material Freedom by working purely ln lines and planes, and the
resulting outlines of Intent of a space without any mater1ah1y. Tentativeness c.an be c.aptuted within a
Singular proposition, just as thought moves back and forth �lghing up the prns and cons of an idea. This
project also attempts to explore what the meaning ofcapt\Jr1ng time within a proposal could be.A sketch
captures thought over time, but a Final building mays.elect only some of the propositions of that sketch as
it gets realized. But when tne sketch becomes a proposibon in itself, it embodies roeas of time like a
building could never do. This is an exploration of that tempOf"allty arxl its manifestation in virtual spare.
When the absolute fundamentals values of space, time, materiality, thought oeccess and the senscxy
wortd are questioned, the possiblUtyofdesignlng ln the virtual wortd fOf" the vlrtJJal world, begin to allow
for a range of new Wil'fS and new processes whose swfuce we've only begun to scratch. From that starting
point, I propose to place a thought of an endosure in the form of a sketd1 within this virtual Tabula Rasa.
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